
Notice  Under  Circular  230  Required  Statement: that  no  advice  is  intended  herein  to  be
imparted, but if it does, then Circular 230, requires that I advise and disclose to you, that you
may not use, and cannot use any information for purposes of (1) avoiding penalties imposed
under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to any other
person(s) the any of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed, discussed or referenced herein.
Each taxpayer should seek advice from an independent tax advisor with respect to any Federal
tax issue(s), transaction(s)  or matter(s)  addressed,  discussed or referenced herein based upon
their particular circumstances.

DISCLAIMER: The  note  is  not  to  be considered legal,  accounting  or  tax  advice,  it  is  not
complete, nor can it be a reference source.  I do not guarantee the accuracy of the information
provided herein and will not be held liable for any legal action resulting from reliance on this
note.

Limit on Automobile Deductions
1.1 Welcome. Hi, and welcome. This video is one in a series discussing various topics my clients
ask  me  to  address.   The  memorandum addresses  how Automobile  Deductions  are  severely
limited because the IRS assumes everyone is overstating their auto expense and Congress passed
laws requiring more evidence than on other deductions.   This is a “30,000-foot” look at this
subject.  

1.2 No Legal Advice. I cannot and do not provide any advice; only a licensed professional in
your jurisdiction can do that. You should assume I am not licensed in any jurisdiction and am not
addressing any of  your  specific  concerns.  You must  consult  a  licensed professional  in  your
jurisdiction.

ARTICLE  1Automobile as a “Luxury Item”
2.1  Autos,  Trucks,  etc.  Congress  and  the  IRS  just  assumes  everyone  is  overstating  these
expenses so they require substantially more evidence before these deductions are allowed.  But
actual deductions for automobile expenses used in a trade or business is allowed.  From Form
1040, Schedule C Instructions page C-7.  Publication 463 page 14.

As a matter of practice, you will likely have to compute the expenses both ways to decide which
is better, but in both cases, you can only use that method in the future and you are still subject to
the substation/evidence requirement discussed below.  Publication 463 page 15



 

2.2 Depreciation is Limited to $18,200.  It does not matter if you use §179, bonus depreciation
or the regular MACRS, the total deduction is still limited to $18,200. Publication 463 Page 20.
However, §179 is limited to net business income and cannot create a net operating loss, whereas
Bonus depreciation and MACRS is not so limited and can generate a net operation loss.

Note  that  the  limit  is  $18,200  for  the  total  sum  of  §179,  special  deprecation  (ie  Bonus
Depreciation)  and  the  depreciation  deduction  (MACRS).  Rev  Proc  2021-31  Table  1,  CCH,
Master Tax Guide 105th Edition, 2022 ¶1214, Page 403.



It  does  not  matter  whether  you  use  §179,  MACRS  and/or  Bonus  Depreciation,  or  any
combination thereof, you cannot deduct more than $18,200 for depreciation expense.

2.4 2022 Rates: TheTaxBook, What’s New 2022 Early Edition, www.thetaxbook.com,Page 3.5 

Substantiation: What Evidence
and When



3.1 Business Use. In most cases, the IRS will   not challenge   that the taxpayer is using a vehicle  
in the business.  That is not enough!! and you will lose the deductions.

3.2  §274  The  Statute  Requires. New  cases  require  “contemporaneous”  records  meaning
immediate recording, day by day:

Peoples Tax  Court  Summary  Decision  5-19-2022,  TheTaxBook,  What’s  New  2022  Early
Edition, www.thetaxbook.com, pages 3-2, 3.3

Struble TC Summary 2022-1, Ibid page 3-3

Conclusion:  All that is asked for is for odometer readings and business purpose be recorded,
probably  best  written  down when  you get  in  your  vehicle  and  the  deduction  can  be  worth
thousands of dollars in taxes. I speculate that many employers require this of their employees so
it should not be that much of a problem

Here is what the IRS suggests. Publication 463, page 26.  It is not required and you can use your
own form:
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